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Viewpoint
Dear Reader,

CJE has one of the most diverse workforces that 
I’ve experienced in my 35 years in Human Resources 
Management. And that is confirmed with every group 
of new hires attending New Employee Orientation, a 
required day of onboarding for all employees. At last count, 
more than 30 languages were spoken by our 600-plus staff members. 

Diversity is an important issue for any organization, but it’s not simply enough 
to recruit and hire people of different nationalities, races, religions, genders, sexual 
orientations and cultures. Everyone needs to feel like they are truly welcome, safe 
and free to be themselves in their workplace. That is where the concept of inclusion 
comes in. Inclusion means that employees have a sense of belonging, regardless of 
background, culture differences, or experience. Combined with equal opportunity 
policies inclusion creates a healthier, more productive work environment. When 
people are comfortable being themselves, they are likely to be more productive, more 
engaged in their work and less likely to leave the organization. Clearly, a win-win.

We put into action CJE’s values by treating people respectfully and complying 
with all non-discrimination practices and employment laws. For example, we have 
an Anti-Harassment Policy, provide diversity training to staff and always attempt 
to reasonably accommodate disabilities. Our annual performance review process 
includes an assessment of how we demonstrate and live the CJE values of Respect, 
Advocacy, Compassion, Intention, Innovation and Accountability. We also have an 
Open Door Policy, where any employee is welcome to sit down with any member 
of leadership. By posting all of our open positions, we encourage promotions from 
within and support professional and personal development. 

In order to maintain this culture of inclusion, we conduct employee engagement 
surveys every two to three years, measuring numerous factors that drive workplace 
involvement, sharing the results with staff and developing action plans to address 
issues of concern. Programs are in place to let employees know they are valued: 
Employee Service Awards that acknowledge work milestones, GEM (Going the 
Extra Mile) Customer Service Awards, Employee of the Year awards, the President’s 
Award for Innovation and Achievement and ongoing recognition for perfect 
attendance, birthdays and anniversaries. The unique “One Mitzvah at a Time” 
program enables an employee to thank a co-worker for performing a mitzvah or good 
deed. A Fun Committee is established at each of our larger facilities to coordinate 
events, picnics, holiday parties, food drives, and sporting and amusement park outings. 
Through JHealth and our Wellness Program, we provide annual wellness testing and 
education on a variety of topics.

The majority of CJE’s direct care providers who work in our faith-based 
organization are not Jewish. As I tell non-Jewish new hires in orientation, when I was 
hired 12-plus years ago, the President told me that CJE was more concerned that I 
support CJE’s mission, values and vision. Of course, this works both ways: While CJE 
provides training to employees throughout the year on Jewish Culture and Religion 
through our Religious Life Department, we also provide many opportunities for 
residents and clients of other religions to practice their faith during holidays and life 
cycle events. 

We will continue to make sure staff are treated fairly, legally, and are supported in 
being the best individuals and most productive workers as possible. In the meantime, 
enjoy this issue with articles that celebrate CJE’s diversity and that of older adults, 
plus several other interesting pieces. 
Sincerely,

Ron Roman, Vice President of Human Resources and Learning
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With newfound freedom in retirement—and not really 
interested in golf—67-year-old Joel Cohen decided to pursue 
untapped career interests and passion projects after a 40-year 
career as an economist. He is an activist, a published writer and 
a graduate student in social work who is currently interning 
at CJE Counseling Services. What motivated him to begin 
a social worker career at this stage in his life? “I wanted to 
do something more 
meaningful. That—
combined with an 
early experience I 
had working with 
undergraduates 
from vulnerable 
communities—set me 
on this new course. 
I knew early on that 
there were other things 
I wanted to do, but I 
also knew I couldn’t do 
it all at the same time, 
so I just paced myself.” 

So far, his two-
year Master of Social 
Work (MSW) program 
at Northeastern Illinois 
University has been a positive experience. Because of his 
decades-long career, albeit in another field, he can take on 
additional roles like coaching other students who are struggling 
with statistics. “There’s a lot of research in social work. I 
can distill and explain concepts presented by faculty and in 
journal articles to my classmates, many of whom don’t have 
backgrounds in statistics or suffer from math anxiety.”

So what led Cohen to CJE? He not only lives near CJE’s 
main office in West Rogers Park, but CJE Counseling 
Services seemed to be a natural fit with its commitment to 
providing mental healthcare and support for older adults who 
are navigating the challenges of aging, particularly during 
retirement. 

“I thought that I would be a great fit because my age is so 
well aligned with the 
population served by 
CJE.” 

As an intern with 
his own backstory 
and sage advice, Joel 
has had the unique 
opportunity to lead 
support groups, provide 
one-on-one counseling, 
and help facilitate 
CJE Counseling 
Services and Linkages 
community programs 
for the past year. “My 
internship at CJE 
hasn’t been typical of a 
first year student. I’ve 
taken on individual 

counseling tasks as well as support group counseling. Most 
students wouldn’t do that until their second year, but I have, due 
in part to my age and experience as well as staffing needs for the 
client caseload.”

Is interning in your 60s any different from in your 20s? 
Resilience is as important in your later years as it is starting 

By Nicole Bruce

REDEFINING RETIREMENT: 
SAGE ADVICE FROM  
A STUDENT INTERN

Joel Cohen, above and facing page, CJE’s oldest intern.

GO TO WWW.CJE.NET/DONATE
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your first job fresh out of college. Staying open-minded to new 
opportunities has helped Cohen throughout his career and now 
as an intern. “What’s most important is the commitment to 
learning and adapting. The desire to learn helps. I thought it’d 
be a huge adjustment for me to walk into a new field and be the 
novice. But it’s really been a reassuring and positive experience. 
People have looked beyond my age and what I’ve done before.” 

Being the new 
student or hire isn’t 
easy at any age, and 
learning something 
new can take time: 
“Making progress 
can be difficult,” said 
Cohen. “But there isn’t 
much more required 
than patience and 
the commitment to 
continue learning.”

Student interns are 
generally in the process 
of discovering as much 
about themselves as 
they are job skills-
wise, and Cohen is no 
exception: “Working with the older population has given me a 
different perspective about my own life.”

As for his future plans in social work? “I’m not making plans 
for the long run yet. In the short run, I just want to finish my 
degree and lose the extra weight that I’ve gained from all the 
food my cohorts cook and bring to our classes.”

Cohen will need to find another internship for his second 
year of school, but he’s not ready to decide. 

“I’m using this time to learn, so I don’t feel rushed in making 
a decision about specialization yet. I’m interested in working 
with other populations as well.”

And Cohen hasn’t completely given up his life as an 
economist. His 
experience has 
managed to manifest 
itself in other 
meaningful ways, 
such as through 
social activism: 
“Retirement from a 
40-year economist 
career has given me a 
different perspective 
too. I’m no longer an 
employee anywhere, 
so I’m working to 
support anti-fracking 
organizations and 
lobbying groups.” 

CJE’s professionals 
urge us all to strive to actively stretch our minds through new 
experiences, and we can be encouraged by Cohen’s perseverance: 
“I’m going to continue despite the deadlines and demands we 
experience in grad school,” adds Cohen with a chuckle. 
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So, what do the words diversity and inclusion mean? Some 
people use the words interchangeably, but there is a distinction. 
As Rabbi Dovid Rosenfeld writes: “Diversity is the mix, 
inclusion is making the mix work.” (Torah.org). For CJE, it 
means not discriminating on any basis, whether it be in our 
recruitment and hiring practices, in our program and service 
offerings and to whom we provide them and in being mindful 
of the differences that we all have. 

Serena Worthington, Director of National Field Initiatives 
at SAGE | Services & Advocacy for LGBT Elders, 
enumerates CJE’s efforts, past and present, that are proof of our 
commitment to diversity and inclusion. A former staff member 
of CJE’s Counseling Services designed the first LGBTQ 
cultural competency training for frontline staff. This training 
had a video component and a curriculum, and modules were 
offered to outside professionals and agencies. Additionally, a 
controlled study at CJE’s Independent Housing showed that 
providing education to residents changed their perception 
about LGBTQs. The study had the bonus of making LGBTQ 
residents in the buildings more comfortable being openly 
LGBTQ. Worthington adds that, “Simply the fact that I am 
here at CJE keeps LGBTQ issues in staff members’ minds.” 
This was intentional, as Worthington requested an office at 
CJE, and CJE was extremely receptive. “It has been just an 
amazing post,” says Worthington.

Rosann Corcoran, Director of CJE Counseling Services, 
notes that “We have been active members for many years of 
the Chicago Task Force on LGBTQ Aging Network.” In 
fact, CJE has consistently hosted the quarterly meetings of 

the Network. CJE is hosting the Network on June 6, with 
Corcoran giving a presentation. Sharon Dornberg-Lee, 
Clinical Supervisor for Counseling Services, has represented 
CJE regularly at these meetings. She explains, “This network 
affords CJE the opportunity to learn about the needs of older 
LGBTQ individuals, available services and programs geared 
toward this population—from housing, to health care, to in-
home services—and ways in which CJE can work to ensure 
our services are inclusive and affirming.” Corcoran estimates 
that about 5% of Counseling’s clients are LGBTQ. Finally, 
HR Manager Hedy Diop wanted to increase CJE managers’ 
cultural competency on gender identity. She was referred by 
Worthington to Lisa Gilmore, who presented a brown bag 
session on “Gender Identity in the Workplace” in August.

Serena Worthington oversees SAGE affiliates, facilitates 
policy advocacy on LGBTQ aging issues and helps strategize 
with partners to work effectively on behalf of LGBTQ older 
people. Because of her work, she has a great deal of insight into 
the behaviors, attitudes and needs of older LGBTQ adults. 
She explains: “Even if there’s a nearby senior center, those with 
an abiding interest to be with others like themselves will go to 
great lengths to do so, like taking an hour and a half bus ride 
to the Center on Halsted, which is Chicago’s largest LGBTQ 
community center that SAGE helped found.” She continues, 
“Just as people form their own groups to speak French, read 
books, cook or follow the Cubs, LGBTQs also self-organize 
into their own affinity groups. So, across the country there are 
events like the monthly Sunday lesbian potluck that’s existed 
for 40 years, or the long-standing gay opera appreciation group. 
Locally, there’s a chapter of the Prime Timers (for mature older 

By Mary Keen
In June, we celebrate LGBTQ Pride. With social justice at the core of Jewish 
values, CJE has a culture and history of inclusivity. CJE recently revised the 
inclusion statement on our website to read: CJE SeniorLife strives to enhance 
the lives of older adults regardless of religion, sex, race, ethnicity, disability, sexual 
orientation, gender identity or national origin. We also distributed our email 
signature guidelines to employees that included wording for the optional use 
of pronouns. Why go to these lengths? CJE wants to make it clear that we are 
committed to diversity and inclusion. 

CJE & LGBTQ Older Adults
Values:

Committed
to Our

GO TO WWW.CJE.NET/DONATE



gay and bi-sexual men) that’s very active.” SAGE’s job is to 
bring these organizations together and make sure that they have 
a formal structure and are welcoming. 

Worthington is conversant in the myriad issues LGBTQ 
older adults face, including discrimination, isolation and health 
issues. She expresses concern that, for older LGBTQs who have 
lived for many years with HIV, the effects of aging with it—and 
taking so many medications for so long—are not known. People 
with HIV who are 50 have the health status of 70-year-olds. 
She’s reassured by the fact that older adults who are newly 
diagnosed with HIV do as well or better than younger people, 
with better meds compliance a contributing factor. She is very 
concerned about threatened changes to the Affordable Care 
Act that could make medicine for HIV unaffordable or remove 
protections for pre-existing conditions.

The LGBTQ think tank Movement Advancement Project 
reports these rates of discrimination in housing, employment 
and resulting poverty that older LGBTQs face:

Couples applying for housing 50% were discriminated 
against

Employment experiences 27% weren’t hired
26% weren’t promoted
18% were fired

Living at or below 200% of 
poverty level 

26% of those 65 and older
40% of those 80 and older

LGBTQ organizations and SAGE 
affiliates in the Chicago area

SAGE—Advocacy & Services for LGBT Elders  
3003 W. Touhy Ave., Chicago 
773.508.1048 | www.sageusa.org

Sage, the country’s largest and oldest organization 
for the LGBTQ community provides education and 
technical assistance for aging providers and other 
LGBTQ organizations. 

Center on Halsted Senior Program  
806 W. Addison St., Chicago 
773.472.6469 | centeronhalsted.org/senior.html

Annexed to Center on Halsted, the Senior Program 
serves 150 members age 55-plus. It offers workshops, 
classes, meals, home sharing, employment services, 
Older Adults Living with HIV, Aging Pozitively (aging 
and HIV) and mental health care.

Town Hall Apartments 
3600 N. Halsted St., Chicago 
312.660.1374 | heartlandalliance.org/housing/our-
properties/town-hall-apartments/

Opened in fall of 2014, in partnership with the anti-
poverty group Heartland Alliance and Center on 
Halsted. It’s Chicago’s first LGBTQ-friendly senior 
housing with retail space and community rooms 
for classes and special events. Its occupancy is 70% 
LGBTQ/30% straight. Applications are being accepted 
for a pre-waiting list.

West Suburban Senior Services  
(WSSS) LGBTQ Program 
Office: 439 Bohland, Bellwood, IL  
Activities: 8300 Roosevelt Rd., Forest Park, IL 
708.234.1859 | wsseniors.org/lgbt-program

WSSS LGBTQ Program offers LGBTQ seniors 
outreach, socialization, health education, government 
programs, education, case management, counseling 
and regular programming. 
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Worthington knows about the trials and successes of older 
LGBTQs coming out and in relationships. First, she says that 
LGBTQ older adults who are comfortable being out easily find 
each other in the big senior centers. “Unfortunately,” she says, 
“some closeted LGBTQ seniors are afraid to associate with 
openly gay residents because they worry about being outed 
themselves.” She sympathizes with LGBTQs who don’t come 
out and their many reasons for doing so. The decision to remain 
closeted was common among older gays, who lived in an era 
when honesty about one’s sexual orientation and/or gender 
identity could lead to arrest, violence, blatant employment and 
housing discrimination and social and familial rejection. 

She relates happier outcomes among people who came out 
very late in life, which she said is very common. She knows of 
a 93-year-old man “who knew he was gay at four years old, but 
he got married because that’s what you did at the time. He said 
he loved his wife and would never have come out if he hadn’t 
lost her. But when she died, he came out and eventually found a 
partner.” 

61% of LGBTQ over 45 years believe that society has 
changed its attitudes about LGBTQs in the past decade. 
Thus, LGBTQs are more likely to come out more readily. 
Unfortunately, Worthington says that some LGBTQ older 
adults who need extended care in a health facility end up going 
back into the closet because it’s easier for them. She explains: 

“Many are afraid of being discriminated against by straight 
staff members. And, if something bad does happen, they won’t 
complain because they’re afraid of retaliation. Many actually 
delay care because of this fear.” Worthington applauds the large 
population of LGBTQs who have been out their whole lives 
and who are now advocates and researchers gaining a lot of 
awareness and good media attention for LGBTQs.

Worthington, who also serves on the Chicago Department of 
Public Health’s LGBTQ Health Advisory Council and is Co-
Chair of Chicago’s LGBTQ Aging Network, is certainly one 
of those advocates. And she passionately strives to make SAGE 
the LGBTQ arm of the aging movement rather than the aging 
arm of the LGBTQ movement. “That’s because SAGE can be 
more effective serving a much larger demographic—since the 
aging sector is massive,” she says. Ultimately, SAGE’s priority is 
working at the intersection of race, socioeconomic status, health 
status and ability, assuring that diverse LGBTQ elders are 
included, counted and served equally. 

If you are LGBTQ and thinking about counseling, 
our trained professionals are highly sensitive to and 
experienced with LGBTQ older adults’ issues. Contact 
Counseling Services at 773.508.1000 to make an 
appointment.

Did You Know? 

Facebook provides more than 50 options beyond “male” and “female” for users to describe their gender identity, from 
“gender questioning” and “neither” to “androgynous.” 

In case you need an LGBTQ Cultural Competency Primer:

CISGENDER—a person who is not transgender. (shortened: “cis,” the Latin prefix for “on the same side [as])

GAY—word used to describe men and women attracted to the same sex (lesbian more common for women).

BISEXUAL—refers to people who relate sexually and affectionately to both women and men.

GENDER IDENTITY—a person’s perception of having a particular gender, which may or may not correspond with their 
birth gender.

HETEROSEXUAL—people who have male-female affection/sex. 

HUSBAND/WIFE—proper for all references to individuals in any legally recognized marriage regardless of sexual 
orientation.

TRANSGENDER—refers to people who present themselves in a way that does not correspond with their gender at birth. 

TRANSSEXUAL—refers to a person who changes gender by undergoing surgical procedures. 

http://www.apa.org/pi/lgbt/resources/language.aspx

GO TO WWW.CJE.NET/DONATE
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The residents of Robineau House are being treated to a 
weekly Drama Workshop taught by professional actor Scott 
Benjaminson, who co-starred in the movie “Rudy” and appeared 
recently in “Chicago P.D.” He was recognized by Dotty Levant, 
Robineau’s Manager, while shopping at a local grocery store … 
and she “closed the deal” to have him share his wide range of 
acting experience with Robineau residents. 

Benjaminson now holds weekly workshops with residents 
during which he performs a variety of drills and exercises. At 
the start of the class, he has them go though some movements, 
breathing exercises, quiet meditation and reminiscences. He 
comes prepared with extended reading and acting exercises.  

He recently facilitated a reading from the famous “Who’s on 
First?” routine by Abbott and Costello, in which volunteers 
paired with him to recite the confused conversation, to the mild 
chuckles from the audience.

The benefits of the workshops 
to the residents are many. 
Their confidence is boosted by 
appearing at “center stage” in 
front of their peers, and they are 
cognitively challenged—in a good 
way—because they have to tap 
into their creative impulses for 
self-expression. The workshops 
also exercise their ability to listen 
carefully. They have to visualize 
what they will portray in a scene, 
and this process is a valuable tool 
for utilizing the mind. The good news is that older actors have 
a wealth of memories and experiences to draw from. Though a 
bit biased, actor Walter Brennan once said, “I like to play old 
people because there’s something to them.”

Ms. Levant sums up her feelings about the workshops: “The 
theater workshops have been very successful. Since Scott is 
patient and non-judgmental, residents can feel safe exploring 
their sense of self-expression. His wealth of experiences and 
insights into acting are a combination for success.” 

By Mary Keen

“ALL THE WORLD’S A STAGE” 
AT ROBINEAU HOUSE

“Acting is all 
about honesty. 
If you can fake 
that, you’ve got it 
made.” 
—George Burns

Why We Say “Break a Leg” 

Because it’s considered bad luck to wish someone good 
luck in a theater, people use the expression “Break a Leg” 
as a substitute. Here are two theories about the origin of 
this phrase:

In Elizabethan England, if actors performed well, they 
were thrown money on the stage, forcing them to kneel 
down to collect it, thus “breaking” an unbent leg.

“Legs” is the word for side curtains in theater jargon. So, 
if many curtain calls are demanded, the actors moving on 
and off stage via the wings “break the legs.” 

From https://listverse.com

Benjaminson draws out reminiscences  
about Sundays in Brooklyn from Sharon V.

He and Scott F. read  
“Who’s on First.”
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CJE is a staunch defender and preserver of the rights of 
older adults of all socio-economic statuses, races, religions and 
ethnicities. We know there have been laws in place for years to 
protect the rights of most Americans: The 1964 Civil Rights 
Act prohibiting discrimination because of race, color, religion, 
sex or national origin; the Older Americans Act of 1965, 
establishing many programs CJE offers such as Meals-on-
Wheels; and the 1968 Age Discrimination in Employment Act, 
prohibiting employers from discriminating on the basis of age 
(for those above 40 years). Even with these legal protections, 
older adult racial/ethnic minorities experience many health 
disparities due to differences in socio-economic status. That’s 
because they face discrimination and residential segregation, 
which leads to unequal distribution of resources and less access 

to healthcare, affecting their 
ability to age well. 

Because CJE’s values require 
that we look at each person 
as an individual and not as a 
stereotype, we should be aware 
of the diversity of older adults 
and the different issues faced 
by those in the minority. As the 
overall minority population in 
the U.S. grows and experiences 
greater longevity, it follows 
that the older population is 

becoming more racially and ethnically diverse. The 2016 U.S. 
Census reveals that racial and ethnic minority populations have 
increased from 18% of the older adult population in 2005 to 
22% of older adults in 2015 (from 6.7 million to 10.6 million 
respectively), with a projected increase to 28% in 2030 (or 21.1 
million). 

The Administration on Aging projects these population 
increases between 2014 and 2060: 3.6 to 21.5 million for 
Hispanics; 4 to 12 million for African-Americans; 1.9 to 8.5 
million for Asians; and 231,500 to 630,000 for American 
Indian and Native Alaskans.

According to the Census, poverty rates of older minorities 
account for great disparities in minorities’ health and well-
being, due to unaffordability of healthcare and other factors. 
Most older persons have at least one chronic condition and 
many have multiple ones. Almost all racial/ethnic minorities 
have a greater percentage of chronic conditions than all older 
Americans. The Census figures in the chart below show the 
percent of older adults in each group that experienced common 
chronic conditions (from 2009-2012): 

HISPANICS AFRICAN  
AMERICAN

ASIAN AMERICAN 
INDIAN/ 
NATIVE 

ALASKAN

ALL OLDER 
AMERICANS 

Hypertension 75 % 85% 71%
Arthritis 45 % 51% 36% 57% 49%
Heart Disease 25% 27% 24% 25% 31%
Diabetes 27% 39% 21%
Cancer 12% 17% 12% 25%

Many other health and social issues affect the older racial/
ethnic minority population. For example, a 2017 report 
from the National Hispanic Council on Aging shows that 
many Mexican-origin Hispanics (two thirds of our Hispanic 
population) work at such physically demanding jobs and receive 
substandard medical care. Consequently, as they age, they seem 
more physically disabled than older non-Hispanic whites. A 
study in Generations confirmed that Hispanics have more health 
issues in later years, partly because of poor access to medical 
care. In a study reported in Pain Medicine, racial and ethnic 
disparities in pain perception and treatment were found due 
to complex factors like the 
patient’s communication 
abilities, attitudes toward 
pain and access to 
medication. In the Journal 
of Nutrition for the Elderly, 
many barriers to elderly 
nutrition programs among 
racial/ethnic minority older 
adults were cited because 

“Righteous people 
of all nations 
have a share 

in the world to 
come.” Talmud 

(Tractate Sanhedrin)

PROFILES IN DIVERSITY:  
THE FACE OF OLDER AMERICA

By Mary Keen

GO TO WWW.CJE.NET/DONATE
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of “lack of information or misinformation; culturally-driven 
reluctance to ask for outside help; fear and distrust of formal 
systems; lack of ethnic menus in the program; discomfort due 
to cultural differences; and inaccessibility and inadequacy of 
transportation.”

In a large Women’s Health Initiative study, researchers found 
that overall Quality of Life (QOL) ratings were significantly 
different, with racial/ethnic minority women less likely to rate 
theirs high. Also, older women from minority populations 
disproportionately experience more disease and disability than 
their white counterparts. Finally, a 2012 study of mental health 
in the American Geriatrics Society Journal showed that treatment 
was less frequently initiated and less adequate for African 
Americans and Hispanics than whites and suggested the need 
for “culturally appropriate interventions to engage them in 
mental health care.”

Linkages:  
A Unique Support for Families With Disabilities

CJE’s Linkages is dedicated to providing support and 
resources for older adults with adult children with 
disabilities. A program of CJE Counseling Services, 
Linkages provides information and referrals, socialization 
events, educational presentations and support groups. 
Professional staff can help families explore resource 
options and offer their expertise on service coordination, 
advocacy, future planning and government benefits.

Linkages can also provide referrals to aging and disability 
services for the older adult as well as the person with the 
disability. To find out about Linkages, call 773.508.1000.

Another protected group includes persons with disabilities. 
2016 Census figures show that 35% of people over age 65 report 
some type of disability—hearing, vision, movement, cognition, 
etc. Also, in 2013, over 863,000 adults 60 years and older 
served as a family caregiver for someone with intellectual and 
developmental disabilities. 

A 2014 survey of religion in America by the Pew Forum 
found that 48% of adults 65 and older go to religious services 
on a regular basis, much more than younger adults. With 
almost half the older population engaged in religious activity, its 
importance to them should be acknowledged and honored. CJE 
encourages religious celebrations and rituals. And although we 
are a Jewish organization, we welcome people of all religions in 
our programs and services. 

There are more than 2.7 million lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
transgender and queer or questioning (LGBTQ) adults aged 
50 or older in the U.S., and 1.1 million who are 65 and older, 
with about 20% of LGBTQ older adults being people of color, 
according to a Gallup Poll. LGBTQ older adults face many 
difficult issues in many areas of their life. A report from the 
Movement Advancement Project (MAP) revealed that more 
than half of LGBTQ older people are very concerned about 

having enough money to live on, and one in three are very 
concerned about being lonely and growing old alone. Many 
may have experienced employment discrimination in their 
career, resulting in lower retirement savings and Social Security 
income. In the landmark Aging with Pride study, 27% of 
respondents reported not being hired, 26% not being promoted 
and 18% reported being fired for their sexual orientation or 
gender identity. 

Transgender older adults have particularly difficult issues, 
according to the MAP report. They may have specific medical 
needs, including medically necessary transition-related care. 
When transgender elders are forced back into the closet due to 
discrimination, their health suffers. Older adults who transition 
later in life face added health challenges in accessing care and 
support. They may also have faced discrimination in housing 
employment. Some, alienated from families, experience social 
isolation. 

Though protected by legislation that in some cases may be 
at risk, including the Affordable Care Act, the picture painted 
about older Americans of all racial and ethnic groups is one 
that is reflected in American society. Huge disparities exist 
in income, access to healthcare and resources for minorities. 
Because of this, organizations such as CJE are even more 
important. Funding from individuals, grants and foundations 
become vital to provide services to those who may be 
marginalized. 

Need an Advocate? The Diverse Elders 
Coalition Goes Deep Into the Issues

The Diverse Elders Coalition (DEC) works for older 
adult minorities of color and LGBTQs by advocating 
for policies and programs for minority elders who are 
aging in the community. Created in 2010 to ensure 
that the needs and perspectives of vulnerable elders 
would be heard, today, the DEC represents millions 
of diverse older people. According to its website, the 
DEC “has mobilized diverse older adults to speak up to 
policymakers about their unique experiences; engaged 
the White House Conference on Aging to include the 
needs of diverse elders in Federal aging policy; and 
fought for the rights of our communities to age with 
health and dignity on the federal, state, and local levels.” 
Member organizations include:

National Asian Pacific Center on Aging, National Hispanic 
Council on Aging, National Indian Council on Aging, 
SAGE | Advocacy & Services for LGBT Elders and 
Southeast Asia Resource Action Center

The Diverse Elders Coalition seeks a world where 
everyone can live full and active lives as they age and 
represents a growing majority of older adults throughout 
the country, including the poor and low-income. For 
more information: www.diverseelders.org
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References for this article can be found in the digital edition on our website.

Russian-Speaking and Needing Help:  
Assistance for Immigrants and Survivors

CJE serves several thousand clients who either do not speak English or speak English as a second language (ESL). 
Most of these individuals are from the 15 countries that were part of the USSR, often referred to as Former Soviet 
Union (FSU). From Russia, Ukraine, Belarus, Lithuania, Latvia and other places, these people have come to the U.S. 
for a variety of reasons—80% of these immigrants are Jewish and include Holocaust Survivors, who are estimated to 
number about 6,000 in the Chicago area. 

These FSU individuals may find their way to CJE’s doorstep in need of assistance or resources. This often requires 
a Russian-speaking staff member, a sensitive ear and an understanding of cultural norms. Fortunately, CJE employs 
many Resource Specialists (some Russian-speaking) who are culturally-competent, that is, familiar with FSU clients’ 
communication styles, expectations and behaviors. Christie Norrick, Manager of Consumer Assistance, says the 
majority of these clients live below 200% of the poverty level and struggle financially. CJE helps this cohort mostly 
with programs like Subsidized Housing, Holocaust Community Services, Consumer Assistance (CA) and Lieberman 
Center for Health and Rehabilitation. 

CJE CA staff is so knowledgeable on FSU matters that Norrick and Resource Specialist Yelena Abramova gave 
a presentation at the AgeOptions Diversity Conference held in May. The presentation was all about these FSU 
individuals—their statistics, lifestyles and families. It also informed about the barriers and challenges to providing 
resources and services and recommended inclusive practices. Norrick urged sensitivity to language issues and to 
cultural norms when serving diverse older adults. 

Below is a list of resources for FSU persons. 

• CJE SeniorLife and Holocaust Community Services (referrals to dentists, etc. with Russian-speaking staff)

• Jewish Child and Family Services programs:

• HIAS Chicago for immigration and citizenship assistance (312.357.4666)

• Jewish Vocational Services for employment assistance (773.743.5368)

• Ezra Russian Senior Center (773.275.0866) 
CJE provides a welcoming environment for people from all backgrounds and national origins. Please be sure to 
contact our Consumer Assistance Department (773.508.1000) or Holocaust Community Services (773.508.1004) for 
more information. 

GO TO WWW.CJE.NET/DONATE
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Way back in the mid-1760s, John Adams, the second US 
president, made this wise observation: “Exercise invigorates 
and enlivens all the faculties of body and of mind.” Now in 2018, 
scientific evidence continues to grow so that many theories exist 
about why and how regular physical activity might lower the 
risk for mental decline. Whether it’s weight loss from exercise, 
the enhanced capacity of the cardiovascular system to pump 
blood to the brain or a bolstered immune system shielding 
the brain from the effects of diabetes, engaging in exercise as a 
“brain health activity” is popular with adults of all ages. 

Indeed, regular exercise not only enhances memory, but also 
may impact decision-making and learning and slow down 
or reverse age-related cognitive decline. Even as little as 30 
minutes of exercise a day can make a difference to your brain in 
the following ways:
• By increasing oxygen flow to the brain via the blood. 
• By increasing levels of important chemicals that 

are important for mood—serotonin, dopamine, and 
norepinephrine—that also play a role in memory formation 
and attention. 

• By boosting levels of brain-derived neurotrophic factors 
(BDNF), a compound that is believed to affect the survival 
and function of neurons in the central nervous system. 

Several scientific research reports have also noted the power 
of walking to help ward off any decreases in cognitive and 
physical function. In one study, men who did not walk any more 
than 400 meters a day were almost twice as likely to develop 
Alzheimer’s disease, compared to men who walked more than 
two miles a day. Another study found comparable results in 
older women: those who walked for at least 90 minutes per 
week had higher cognitive scores on testing than those who 
walked less than 40 minutes per week. In addition, those who 
had the highest level of activity had less cognitive decline than 
those with the lowest rate of physical activity. 

Walking not only is a complex cognitive and motor act, the 
act of walking in and of itself can be likened to “brain cross 
training.” That’s because different parts of the brain are activated 
and work together in parallel, giving the body and mind an 
ultimate workout. Specific areas of the brain have different 
functions. The grey matter (an area made up of neurons) is 
important for memory and learning; the white matter (the 
area on the inside of the brain) is responsible for connecting 
different parts of the brain to each other. Exercise appears to 
slow down any shrinkage of the brain that occurs with age.

So much evidence of the benefits of exercise to older adults’ 
memory function is accumulating that we are now considering 
exercise as an effective intervention to those who may be 
experiencing signs of memory loss. Recent recommendations 
from the American Academy of Neurology suggest exercise 
could potentially serve as a much-needed strategic weapon 
against early and mild memory loss, or “mild cognitive 
impairment” (MCI), stating that, in patients with MCI, exercise 
training twice-weekly over a six-month period is likely to 
improve cognitive thinking and memory. 

EXERT Study is a national clinical trial to determine just 
how much and what kind of physical exercise might best 
work to slow or help to offset the impact of early memory loss 
associated with Alzheimer’s disease. Researchers are looking for 
the right “prescription” or “dose” that might slow down, preserve 
or even improve cognitive function and quality of life for older 
folks experiencing early memory problems. After qualifying 
for the study, participants are randomly assigned to either a 
high-intensity aerobic exercise group or a moderate-intensity 
stretching/toning/balance group. 

All EXERT participants receive a membership to the local 
YMCA and will work out four times a week to twice a week 
with a personal trainer and twice a week on their own for 12 
months. Each EXERT participant will then spend another six 
months continuing to work out on their own at the YMCA.

In the Chicago area, the McGaw YMCA in Evanston will 
serve as an EXERT Study site. The EXERT Study is funded 
by the NIH’s National Institute on Aging and is managed by 
the Alzheimer’s Disease Cooperative Study at the University 
of California, San Diego. For more information about the 
EXERT Study, please visit www.exertstudy.org

CJE’s Center for Healthy Living (CHL) regularly offers 
many classes and programs to get you moving including:
• Healthy Steps in Motion (starts June 4, see calendar)
• Take Charge of Your Health (starts June 14, see calendar)
• Health and Wellness Education and Screenings, including 

bone density screenings and Matter of Balance. 

CJE wants to enrich your life and help you stay strong 
and active. Contact the CHL at 773.508.1000.

Neelum T. Aggarwal, MD, Chief Diversity and Inclusion Officer,  
American Medical Women’s Association and National Chair, Women in Bio

EXERCISE FOR YOUR BRAIN HEALTH: 
STUDIES SHOW IT WORKS
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This past spring, CJE was the fortunate beneficiary of students 
participating in an Alternative Spring Break (ASB) service trip. 
Holocaust Community Services (HCS) hosted a diverse group of 
students from Vanderbilt University who spent the week meeting 
with Holocaust survivors, packing up food for a local organization, 
helping in the office and attending trainings and survivor events. 
This visit was viewed as a great success by all. In fact, Yonit 
Hoffman, Director of HCS, said “By the end of the week, the 
students were calling themselves ‘ASBeschert!’” Combining the ASB 
acronym with the Yiddish word “beschert,” meaning destiny or fate, 
the students jokingly demonstrated their quick study of the language, 
as well as their sincere belief that they were fated to meet and become 
soulmates of HCS staff and survivors.

Chances are, if you’ve had any college students in your life, you’ve 
heard of the phenomenon of Alternative Spring Breaks (ASB). 
They are organized opportunities for college students to participate 
in volunteer work during their breaks. Students looking for a more 
meaningful way to spend their breaks have been choosing ASBs for 
years—and writing about them.

Nothing describes the students’ experiences better than their 
candid reflections. Here are excerpts from Vanderbilt student Riley 
McCormick’s reflections on his week at CJE, capturing the activities 
with humor and thoughtfulness. 

EXCERPTS FROM “ONE WEEK VOLUN-
TEERING WITH HCS AND MAOT CHITIM” 
BY RILEY MCCORMICK

With the exception of the two site leaders, 
I think it’s safe to say that most of us did not 
expect to be in Chicago during spring break 
until we started to load a rental van. We had all 
applied for Alternative Spring Break, a program 
founded by student-activists at Vanderbilt in the 

1970s to be an ‘Alternative’ to the traditional beach party scene 
that has since spread to numerous colleges across the country. 

As I came to learn, our respective backgrounds varied wildly. 
In the photographs, our level of diversity would have featured 
perfectly on a glossy university brochure: we had Asians 
from Asia, Indians from India, and of course, Jews from… 
Baltimore. Multiple faiths, ages, political convictions and sexual 
identities were represented. It really was like a microcosm of the 
university. 

[Their reasons for attending:] Pragya, a freshman from India, 
did not want to be left on a nearly empty campus over the 
break. Paul, a junior who belongs to a fraternity that recently 
got kicked off of campus through no fault of his, came for the 
opportunity for a new experience. Hannah, a senior staring 
graduation in the face, came to reconnect with the Jewish 
heritage shared with her grandparents, who emigrated from 
Ukraine. The three Jews on the trip (Paul, Hannah, and Rose) 
would each in their own way serve as indispensable “translators” 
of the Jewish tradition to our consortium of Hindus, Atheists, 
and Catholics. Because Hannah’s parents immigrated from 
the atheist Soviet regime, they were not observant Jews but, 
nevertheless, felt culturally connected to the faith by celebrating 
its major holidays. To a lesser degree, Paul expressed a similar 
relationship to his religion; after growing up in a Jewish 
household and attending a Modern Orthodox Jewish Day 
School, the Vanderbilt junior said he was not observant, but felt 
“strongly culturally Jewish.” 

This divide between culture and religion was a new concept 
for me. I remember ribbing Paul once about his first name, but 
apparently the irony was lost on him—“I was named after my 
grandfather, Dr. Paul Wapner,” he said, “and I’ll hopefully be 
earning the ‘doctor’ part soon.” While Rose admitted that, like 
every thoughtful practitioner, her relationship with G-d was a 
complex one, she was the only practicing Jew on the trip. Rose 
and Hannah are both involved in the campus Hillel. Apparently, 
the Director of Vanderbilt Hillel had gotten in contact with 
HCS to organize our trip. They have an excellent café at 
Vanderbilt’s Hillel Center, and, before our trip, our Jews in 
residence schooled us on the cuisine. (I decided that challah was 
delicious and gefilte fish was, well, a taste I might never have 
the means to acquire.) 

Until the past two months, I had limited exposure to Jewish 
culture. Sure, I had attended a few b’nai mitzvahs growing up 
(fun) enjoyed Seinfeld re-runs (brilliant) and eaten matzoh 
crackers topped with ham and cheese. In the part of the city 
[Nashville] where I grew up, there’s a Baptist bible college 
catty-corner from an Orthodox synagogue only a few houses 
away from a Conservative congregation. And that was 
considered the most “Jewish” neighborhood in the Music City. 
Hannah told me that various resettlement orgs sent a significant 
number of Soviet Jews to Nashville, but I had yet to hear about 

ALTERNATIVE, SIGNIFICANT 
AND BRIDGE-BUILDING 

A STUDENT’S VIEW OF SPRING BREAK WITH 
HOLOCAUST COMMUNITY SERVICES

GO TO WWW.CJE.NET/DONATE
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that population in the 12 years that I have lived here.
On our first full day “on site,” we were confronted with the 

grim realities of the “Jewish Question” posed by Hitler, recorded 
vividly at the Illinois Holocaust Memorial and Education 
Center. The building is designed to resemble a concentration 
camp structure, with accompanying smokestacks and industrial-
style corridors. Before we departed on our Museum tour, we 
were able to meet two Holocaust Survivors, Morris and Lisa.

With the aid of a Catholic priest, Lisa was hidden in a secret 
compartment carved out of the Budapest home of a young 
woman who apparently harbored the girl for fear of being 
reported to the Nazis. As a consequence, she received meagre 
rations and no light, toys, or books to read for four years of her 
childhood, yet she survived. Morris fled the Nazis on foot from 
his native Poland to the Russian interior and was resettled in 
the modern Uzbekistan. [After liberation], he attempted to 
help build a Zionist state in Palestine before the UN signed a 
1948 resolution permitting the modern state of Israel. He sailed 
aboard the Exodus, a leaky boat (uncomfortably reminiscent of 
contemporary refugee vessels in the Mediterranean) that was 
boarded by British sailors just miles away from the Palestinian 
coastline in an infamous incident. After [this incident], Morris 
stayed [on the ship] in the French port of Marseille [for many 
weeks] with little food or water. 

An aspect of the Survivors’ lives that many of the Vanderbilt 
students commented on was the difficulty they faced separating 
their pre- and post-war experiences, given that the cataclysm 
of the Holocaust has come to define them in the public 
imagination. It’s still something I’m learning how to do, but 
removing the obscuring, historical aura to treat the Survivors 
as individuals is a necessary task for anyone seeking to be their 
advocate or ally. 

[Matched with a Survivor through the HCS Friendly Callers 
Program], we’ve only had a few phone conversations to date, 
but I can see myself making a routine of calling my survivor, 
Aron, to catch up and hear some of his interesting experiences. 
As a matter of fact, talking to Aron made me think of my own 
grandpa whom I called as soon as I was back to Nashville. 

Aron was [at the Museum], too, and I could finally place 
a voice with a name. I’m still kicking myself for not getting 
a picture with Aron, but meeting him remains the brightest 
highlight of the trip for me. 

We would spend three mornings at the HCS headquarters 
doing [filing and basic admin] work, and although it could 
get tedious at times, many of our group members expressed 
appreciation for getting to play an active role in the behind the 
scenes operations of HCS.

During our breaks, we had the privilege of getting to know 
the HCS staff. Hearing their stories gave me newfound respect 
for non-profits.

When we weren’t at HCS, we worked in the Maot Chitim 
warehouse. It’s an organization that’s operated in the Chicago 
area for over 100 years now, delivering meals for Jewish holidays 
to people in need. Maot Chitim is a Hebrew word used in the 
Torah to describe the 10% of a farmer’s crop that was to be left 
un-reaped during Passover, so that the poor could walk through 
the field themselves and claim it. The organization’s Executive 
Director who supervised us, Joellyn Stoliar, embodied this 
spirit of charity. She remembered that in the years immediately 
following the fall of the USSR, even wealthy immigrants would 
ask to receive free food for the holidays, not out of greed but 
because of habits that were necessary for survival in the Old 
Country because of food rationing. Maot Chitim, as Joellyn 
explained, typically grants aid to any caller—no questions asked. 

Even after we had said our final goodbyes, I still got the sense 
that our diverse ASB group would retain a kind of unspoken, 
almost Breakfast Club-like understanding of whatever had 
happened in Chicago. I really hope that we keep in contact with 
our Friendly Caller Program survivors and I trust that we’ll 
make the effort to. 

But how do we transmit what these heroes have taught us, 
more or less live it out in our daily lives? This is my attempt at 
a start, and on behalf of everyone in our group, I’d like to thank 
Holocaust Community Services, Maot Chitim, Vanderbilt ASB 
and Vanderbilt University.

Yonit Hoffman (front row, third from left) with students from Vanderbilt University on ASB.
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Jordan S. Edelman is an Associate 
Attorney at Quintairos, Prieto, Wood 
& Boyer P.A. He specializes in the 
defense of hospitals, assisted living 
and long-term care facilities. Jordan 
joined the Associate Board because 
he has watched relatives age and 
utilize various services. He grew up 
in Glencoe and attended Solomon 

Schechter Day School. Jordan lives in the Gold Coast with his 
wife Michelle. He is a graduate of University of Michigan with 
a B.A. in political science and has a J.D. from Loyola University 
Chicago. 

Debra Pogofsky works in the 
e-commerce retail industry focusing 
on merchandising and operations. 
She grew up in Glenview and 
is a member of Beth Shalom 
Congregation. While living in 
Washington, D.C., Debra was 
involved in the Federation of 
Greater Washington and For Love 

of Children where she helped public school students with 
language comprehension and reading skills. Happily back in 
Chicago, Debra is excited to join the Associate Board. She 
believes supporting CJE is compelling because she wants 
to enable the elders of our community to enjoy a fulfilling, 
enriched life with a high level of care. She has a B.A. in 
Retailing from the University of Wisconsin-Madison.

Lauren Rabin founded a company 
called Autism Family Center which 
partnered with Autism Spectrum 
Therapies to spread their joint ability 
to provide quality resources to 
families with autism with the highest 
quality care possible. Now, Lauren 
works on her two most serious 
passions: writing and representing 

brands that are socially responsible. She has her bachelor’s 
degree in Psychology from Colorado State University. Lauren 
believes that the most important part about CJE is giving back 
to the generations before us. She feels that we owe everything 
to them and that we should pay tribute to them every day as 
well as carry on their hard work. She currently resides in the 
West Loop with her fiancé. 

Ariana Rasansky is the Director 
of Residential Management for 
McCaffery Interests Real Estate. 
Ariana was close to her grandparents 
and misses them dearly. Part of her 
motivation to join the Associate 
Board was to be able to forge 
relationships with those around her 
grandparents’ ages. She also enjoys 

connecting with Jewish professionals who share her dedication 
to the elders in our community. Ariana lives in the Gold Coast 
and is a graduate of University of Wisconsin-Madison.

Ari M. Silver owns a tutoring 
business—Star Mitzvah Tutoring 
—specializing in Bar/Bat Mitzvah 
and Hebrew. He is expanding the 
focus to include general studies. 
Previously he was a teacher at 
Bernard Zell Anshe Emet Day 
School. Ari’s first exposure to CJE 
was through his father Gregg Silver 

who annually hosts his birthday party at Lieberman Center. 
Gregg and his family generously celebrate with residents 
by providing an ice cream social and a jazz trio to mark his 
birthday. He also maintains a wonderful loving relationship 
with his grandmother. Ari lives in Northbrook and has two 
children. Ari is a regular blogger on Oy!Chicago, and volunteers 
at his children’s kindergarten. He is a graduate of University of 
Wisconsin-Madison with B.A.s in Hebrew, Jewish Studies, and 
Communications, and has a M.Ed. in Elementary Education 
from Loyola University Chicago. 

These individuals join 25 current Associate Board members: 
Debby Beerman, Dave Berger, Julia Clark, Andy Cooper, 
Zach Goldstein, Adam S. Guetzow, Ryan Hess, 
Pamela Hochwert, Rebecca Kanter, Steve Levine, 
Rachel Levy, Chair, Michelle Newman, Ryan Schraier, 
Nick Siegel, Leah Solomon, Cydney Stein, Lauren Stone, 
Matthew Teinowitz, Kelsey Underwood, Sarah Warren, 
Matt Weiss, Seth Wenig, Danielle (Dani) Wolf, Rich 
Wolf and Alon Yonatan. See www.cje.net/AssociateBoard 
for complete biographies. For info on becoming an 
Associate Board Member, contact Jennifer Schnepper at 
773.508.1321 or jennifer.schnepper@cje.net.

A WARM CJE WELCOME TO NEW,

ASSOCIATE BOARD MEMBERS
The CJE Associate Board is comprised of young professionals who want to become acquainted with CJE SeniorLife. It includes 
civic and business leaders who volunteer their time, raise funds and build awareness for CJE. We are pleased to introduce the 
following new members of our Associate Board.

GO TO WWW.CJE.NET/DONATE



HONORING EXCELLENCE
Yonit Hoffman, Ph.D., 
Director of Holocaust 
Community Services at CJE, 
was honored by LeadingAge 
Illinois with its “Honoring 
Excellence Award” that 
recognizes member 
organizations and employees. 
The Strive and Thrive Award 

was given to Hoffman because of her extraordinary 
commitment to excellence, her innovation and 
her vision, initiative and creative problem-solving. 
Congratulations, Yonit!

PUBLICATION NEWS
The Journal of Pharmacy Practice published an 
article by Rebecca L. Berman, Senior Investigator 
of the Leonard Schanfield Research Institute, and 
others. It details the use of a MedUseQ, a valuable 
tool for assessing medication use problems. For link 
to article, visit www.cje.net/research.

ACTIVE ASSOCIATE BOARD
Members hosted Art 
& Aging at the Conrad 
Hotel last November 
that included an art 
exhibit and bourbon 
tasting. In February, 
their Spin for Seniors 
event was held in two 

locations—SALT in Northbrook and the East Bank 
Club in Chicago—and raised over $8,000.

DEVELOPMENT SAYS “THANK YOU” 
An elegant reception is being held in June to 
thank CJE’s Legacy Society members and major 
philanthropists. Over the past four years, the Create 
Your Jewish Legacy program has brought in 53 new 
legacy commitments to CJE! We thank all of our 
donors and invite you to learn about our Legacy 
program and other ways to help CJE by visiting 
www.cje.net/donate/ways-help.

PERFECT ATTENDANCE

80 CJE employees were honored for perfect 
attendance. Awardees received a certificate and 
a choice of gifts sporting the CJE logo. Non-
management winners also received $100 and were 
given a chance to win a $300 grand prize. Tom 
Lockwood (second from left) is shown above with 
Lieberman Center winners.

MEALS ON WHEELS EVENTS
CJE’s Home-Delivered Meals program (HDM) 
participated in the 16th annual March for Meals 
campaign, a celebration of Meals on Wheels 
America (MOWA). HDM also received a $7,137 
grant from MOWA for participating in Subaru of 
America’s 2017-18 Share the Love Event, giving 
$250 for every new Subaru purchased or leased to 
customers’ favorite charities, including MOWA, of 
which CJE is a member.

ANNUAL STATE ADVOCACY MISSION
CJE representatives were among more than 40 
Jewish community leaders and professionals who 
visited Springfield in mid-April. CJE staff Laura 
Prohov, Trish DeJean and Tom Lockwood and 
Board members Ken Lorch, Susan Ringel Segal, 
Marc Berman and Stephen Sandler met with 
Governor Bruce Rauner, Speaker Michael Madigan, 
Senate President John Cullerton and others. See 
article: juf.org/news/local.aspx?id=444949

IMPROV AT WEINBERG COMMUNITY
Actors from the 
The Waiting Room 
Improv Company 
put on a show 
to the delight of 
Gidwitz Place 
Residents.
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SUMMER 2018 COMMUNITY CALENDAR
CJE SeniorLife offers ongoing support groups and programs, which are subject to change. All programs 
are free unless indicated. Some fees may be partially covered by Medicare or private insurance.
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Calendar

June 1 Memory Café. Join other individuals 
living with memory loss to socialize, 
network and view and create art! 1–3 
p.m. Free. Levy Center, 300 Dodge 
Ave, Evanston. Registration required: 
312.273.9000 ext. 8.

June 4–July 23 Healthy Steps in Motion. 
Join us for eight 1-hour classes with a 
focus on improving balance. Ideal for any 
fitness level. Mondays, 10–11 a.m. Niles 
Township Government Center, 5255 Main 
St, Skokie. Free. Registration required: 
773.508.1073.

June 14 Access Living: Information, 
Advocacy and Peer Counseling for People 
with Disabilities. Program will cover the 
details on Access Living’s independent 
living skills program that offers real-life 
training on practical information for living 
independently, from budgeting to traveling, 
from personal assistant management to 
job seeking, and more. Scott Nance. 10:30 
a.m.–Noon. Free. Registration required: 
773.508.1106 or linkages@cje.net. H

June 14–July 19 Take Charge of Your 
Health. Learn how to manage numerous 
issues such as fatigue, the stress of pain, 
emotional problems, exercises for strength 
and endurance, healthy eating, medication, 
and effective communication with your 
healthcare providers. Thursdays, 9:30 a.m.–
Noon. North Shore Senior Center, 161 
Northfield Rd., Northfield. $55 member; 
$65 non-member. Fee includes class 
materials. Registration required by 6/14: 
847.784.6000 Class ID 7129.

June 19 Insights on Aging: Ask the 
Pharmacist. Pharmacists have extensive 
knowledge about medications, but tend 
to be an underutilized resource in our 
community. Come to this program to ask 
questions directly of a skilled pharmacist 
and hear his answers to common questions. 
Matthew C. Heishman, Pharm.D., R.Ph., 
Staff Pharmacist, Sam’s Club in Evanston 
#6444. 11 a.m.–Noon. Free. Registration 
required: lauren.vourvoulias@cje.net  
or 773.508.1121. H

July 12 Planning for the Future. This program 
will cover the importance of estate 
planning and special needs trust and the 
role of the trustee; guardianship; powers 
of attorney; as well as the fundamental 
roles of advocates and case management 
in the future decision making for adults 
with disabilities. Melissa Mrkvicka, 
DayOne PACT. 10:30 a.m.–Noon. Free. 
Registration required: 773.508.1106 or 
linkages@cje.net. H

July 17 Insights on Aging: Learning to Live 
with Loss. This program will summarize 
current thinking about how we grieve. The 
speakers will suggest a variety of strategies 
for coping with loss while maintaining a 
sense of connection. Additional resources 
for ongoing support will be provided. Lisa 
Andrews, L.C.S.W. and Sharon Dornberg-
Lee, L.C.S.W., CJE SeniorLife. 11 a.m.–
Noon. Free. Registration required:  
lauren.vourvoulias@cje.net or 
773.508.1121. H

July 26 Israeli Tzofim Friendship Caravan. The 
Tzofim Friendship Caravan is celebrating 
over 40 years of bringing excitement, 
energy and friendship to North America. 
10:30 a.m.–12:30 p.m. Free, includes lunch. 
Registration required: 847.236.7852 or 
michelle.bernstein@cje.net. W

July 28 Lieberman Art Showcase. Featuring 
pieces created by Lieberman residents 
during one of several art programs. 1–3 
p.m. Free. For more info: 847.929.3244. or 
jamilyn.mandl@cje.net. L

July 29 Weinberg Community Dog Show. 
A chance for your canine companion 
to compete in a fun and festive event. 
10:30 a.m.–Noon. Free. Registration 
required: michelle.bernstein@cje.net or 
847.236.7852. W

August 9 Linkages: Independent Living Aids 
and Devices for People with Vision Loss. 
Learn about the technology and trainings 
that are available for people with vision 
loss. Luke Scriven, M.S., The Chicago 
Lighthouse. 10:30 a.m.–Noon. Free. 
Registration required: 773.508.1106 or 
linkages@cje.net. H

August 21 Insights on Aging: Holiday Survival 
Tactics. The Jewish High Holidays are 
approaching and it can be a time when 

many people find themselves emotionally 
vulnerable. This program will provide you 
with tools to manage these emotions and 
give you some ideas about how to redefine 
the holidays so they are less stressful. 
Elizabeth Siegel Cohen, L.C.S.W., Jewish 
Child and Family Services. 11 a.m.–Noon. 
Free. Registration required: 773.508.1121 
or lauren.vourvoulias@cje.net. H

OngOing SerieS & PrOgramS

SENIOR RESOURCE SPECIALIST
Connecting people over the age of 60 and 
people with disabilities with programs 
such as Medicare, Social Security, 
Transportation, Housing and more. Service 
available at 15 community locations in 
Chicago and the North and Northwestern 
suburbs. Free. English and Russian. More 
info: 773.508.1000.

GAME DAY AFTERNOONS
Join Mercaz for Game Day Afternoons at 
Temple Sholom. Scrabble sets and decks 
of cards are provided. Feel free to bring a 
friend—Game Day is open to all—and 
any game of your own to play as well. 
Thursdays, 1–3 p.m. Temple Sholom, Bettie 
Port Hall, 3480 North Lake Shore Drive, 
Chicago. Free. More info: 773.975.8375 or 
amaremont@jccchicago.org; 773.435.1545 
or stacy@sholomchicago.org.

OLDER ADULT PROGRAMS
Music with Les: Mondays
Scrabble Club: Wednesdays
Schmooze It or Lose It: Thursdays
Call to confirm dates: 773.508.1000. H

PARKINSON’S AT BERNARD HORWICH JCC
Movement classes and support group. For 
schedule and to register: 773.516.5864 or 
emily.zivin@northwestern.edu. H

PARKINSON’S AT LIEBERMAN CENTER
Basic Exercise Class. Designed to address 
weakened muscles, minimize the risk of 
falls and facilitate functional independence 
with daily routines. Led by HealthPro® 
Fitness. Tuesdays & Thursdays. 1–2 
p.m. Free. Registration required: Cindy 
Pedersen 847.929.3022. L

Seated Tai Chi. A low impact form 
of exercise that uses slow, controlled 
movements and gradual shifts of body 
weight. Led by Andrew Serlin, D.C. 

GO TO WWW.CJE.NET/DONATE
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Russian Tea Time: Special Topics. A 
conversation group for Russian-speaking 
Holocaust survivors which addresses 
the special topic of loss. Led by Kseniia 
Asefa and Vera Rodriguez Mancera. 
New sessions of this group are now 
in formation. Call for session dates. 
Registration required: 773.508.1144 or 
773.508.1149. H

My Story. A testimonial writing program 
for Holocaust survivors. Led by Maya 
Gumirov and Anna Dominov. JCFS, 135 
N. Arlington Heights Rd., Suite 104, 
Buffalo Grove. New sessions of this group 
are now in formation. Call for session 
dates. Registration required: 224.625.2708 
or 773.508.1164.

V O L U N T E E R S  N E E D E D !

Our Friendly Caller Program  
is seeking both volunteers to 
make calls and older adults  
who want calls.

Contact  
volunteers@cje.net • 847.929.3040

HOliday ClOSingS

Independence Day July 4
Labor Day September 3
Rosh Hashanah September 10 & 11
Yom Kippur September 19
Succoth September 24 & 25
Visit www.cje.net/events to find more events 
and details!

L.C.P.C., R.-D.M.T. 2nd Tuesday of the 
month. 2–3 p.m. Free. Call to confirm 
dates: 847.236.7826. W

Family Caregivers—Evanston. Emotional 
support, information and coping strategies 
for all caregivers. Led by Barbara Sarasin, 
M.S.W. 2nd Tuesday of every month. 
3:15–4:30 p.m. Free. Registration required: 
847.492.1400. A

Making Connections: Seniors with Adult 
Children with Disabilities. Connect, share 
experiences and learn about benefits and 
community resources. Led by Mariana 
Sanchez, L.C.S.W. 1st and 3rd Tuesday 
of the month. 11 a.m.–12:15 p.m. Free. 
Registration required: 773.508.1106. H

Living Life Through Loss. A bereavement 
support group. $5 donation per session. 
Sponsored by CJE SeniorLife and Jewish 
Healing Network.
Chicago—Wednesdays. 1–2 p.m. 
Led by Lisa Andrews, L.C.S.W. 
Registration required: 773.508.4742. H
Deerfield—Wednesdays. 3–4 p.m. 
Led by David Rosenblatt, L.C.S.W. 
Registration required: 773.508.1129. W

Russian Tea Time: Chicago. An ongoing 
conversation group for Russian-speaking 
Holocaust survivors. Led by Roza Trogub 
and Anna Dominov, L.S.W., Holocaust 
Community Services. 2nd and 4th 
Tuesday of the month. 3–4:30 p.m. Free. 
Call to confirm dates: 773.508.1164 or 
773.508.1105. H

Caring Conversations. A support group for 
family caregivers of Holocaust survivors. 
Led by Yonit Hoffman, Ph.D. and Anna 
Dominov, L.S.W., Holocaust Community 
Services. 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of the 
month. 4–5:30 p.m. Free. Call to confirm 
dates: 773.508.1004. H

Coffee & Conversation. A support group 
for Holocaust survivors. Led by Yonit 
Hoffman, Ph.D., Holocaust Community 
Services and Barbara Urbanska-Yeager, 
Jewish Child and Family Services. 
Mondays. 1:30–3 p.m. Free. Illinois 
Holocaust Museum and Education Center, 
9603 Woods Drive, Skokie. Call to confirm 
dates: 773.508.1004.

Thursdays. 10:30–11:30 a.m. Free. 
Registration required: Cindy Pedersen 
847.929.3022. L

Seated Dance and Movement. Motivates 
people with Parkinson’s to keep moving 
and helps to decrease symptoms. Led by 
Gail Gogliotti, M.A. Wednesdays. 10:30–
11:15 a.m. Free. Registration required: 
Cindy Pedersen 847.929.3022. L

PARKINSON’S AT WEINBERG COMMUNITY
Parkinson’s on the Move
Exercise Class. Wednesdays & Fridays 
ongoing. Noon–1 p.m. 847.236.7852 W

SuPPOrt grOuPS 
Coping with the Challenges of Aging. An 
eight-week Cognitive Behavioral Therapy 
(CBT) group designed to help members 
change patterns of thinking in order to 
feel better. Led by Lisa A. Brinkerhoff, 
L.C.S.W. New sessions of this group 
are now in formation in Chicago and 
Deerfield. Participation requires advance 
screening and evaluation to be billable to 
Medicare and other insurance. For dates 
and to register call 773.508.1690.

Adult Children of Parents With Early Onset 
Dementia. Support group for adult children 
who have parents with a diagnosis of 
early-onset Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s 
disease or related dementias. Led By Marci 
Balonick, L.C.S.W. 1st Tuesday of every 
month. 7–8:30 p.m. Free. Registration 
required: marci.balonick@cje.net or 
847.236.7864. W

Parkinson’s Disease Caregiver Support 
Group. 2nd Thursday and 4th Tuesday 
of the month, 1-2 p.m. Registration 
required: emily.zivin@northwestern.edu or 
773.516.5864. L

Parkinson’s Caregivers. Emotional support, 
information and coping strategies for 
caregivers of someone with Parkinson’s. Led 
by Jaclyn Abramson, L.C.P.C., R.-D.M.T. 
3rd Wednesday of the month. Noon–1 p.m. 
Free. Call to confirm dates: 847.236.7826 
or jaclyn.abramson@cje.net. W

Family Caregivers—Deerfield. Emotional 
support, information and coping strategies 
for family caregivers of Deerfield 
participants and other caregivers in the 
community. Led by Jaclyn Abramson, 

LOCATION KEY
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CJE SeniorLife® is a partner with the  
Jewish United Fund in serving our community.

We are very proud of our long history of offering support for our 
residents, participants and family members and the reputation for 
excellence that we’ve earned. For two decades, we’ve provided 
older adults:

• An independent lifestyle in one- and two-bedroom apartments at  
Gidwitz Place for Assisted Living.

• A nurturing residence for persons with Alzheimer’s and other dementias 
at Friend Center for Memory Care Bernard Heerey Annex.

• A stimulating day program for persons with Alzheimer’s and other 
dementias at Adult Day Services. 

Take a  tour  today!  Cal l  us  at  847.374.0500

THE CJE ADVANTAGE: Our many older adults, their families and caregivers can access CJE at different stages in their lives for a true continuum of care 
through life enrichment, supportive resources, healthcare, research and education.

WEINBERG COMMUNITY FOR SENIOR LIVING  |  1551 Lake Cook Road  |  Deerfield IL  |  WeinbergCommunity.net  |  847.374.0500
CJE SeniorLife® is a partner with the Jewish United Fund in serving our community. 1105.6.2018

WEINBERG COMMUNITY 
A TRUSTED LEADER IN ASSISTED LIVING SINCE 1997

Come to Our Annual Dog Show 
A chance for your canine 

companion to compete in a fun 
and festive event!

July 29, 2018 
10:30 a.m.–Noon

Free and Open to the Public!

Register Today! 847.236.7852


